Quality Improvement Plan for
Kensington Gardens Preschool
202 0
Service name
Kensington Gardens Preschool

Service approval number
CS-00057490

Acknowledgment of Country
We acknowledge the Kaurna
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country.
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect
to all Aboriginal peoples.

Context
Service Context
Kensington Gardens Preschool is situated in the Kensington Gardens Reserve. We acknowledge and learn what it means to meet on the traditional lands of the Kaurna
people and work together to look after the environment. Our families come from diverse backgrounds and most of our children attend other local early childhood
services and informal care arrangements such as with grandparents. The grounds are well kept and shady and we connect with our beautiful park for Nature Kindy and
other learning opportunities. As part of our Belonging Being and Becoming we connect with our wider community, our local schools, shops and aged care home. On
Fridays we run a well-attended community based playgroup. KGP does not have one main feeder school but feeds to more than 6 different schools both public and
private. In 2020 our capacity will be 55 children with 4 core staff members.
In as many ways as possible we acknowledge the wonderful learning that children do with their families, communities and other early learning places. In 2019 we inquired into many
topics and ideas. As a group of learners together we:
v

acknowledged the Kaurna people and their connection to the land each day and

v

in turn connected to the park and explored it through our Nature Kindy program

v

connected with our neighbours at the Aged Care Home

v

built our Musical Muscles with Caleb Mason, Music teacher

v

grew vegetables with Garden Girl

v

inquired through projects into Our Body, The Theatre, Mini-projects and The Creek to the Coast

v

cared for our environment, our animals, our trees, and our vegetable garden

v

made new friends, developed our sense of belonging and

v

were collaborators in learning with children and adults

Being a learner at Kensington Gardens Preschool children are encouraged to be: Self-motivated and persistent, Curious and Creative, Responsive and Resilient, Collaborative, An
Independent thinker, A Problem solver and Imaginer, Adventurous and A Responsible Citizen.
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Context
Statement of Philosophy
Kensington Gardens Preschool offers children a safe, friendly and compelling environment in which to play and learn. Children actively engage in authentic, hands-on
play experiences and our beautiful outdoor environment and surrounds allows children to connect with and learn from nature on a daily basis. Our environment is set
up intentionally so that children can be in charge of their own learning - independent, self-reliant and encouraged to explore and investigate. Equal use is made of the
indoor and outdoor environment. In 2019 the children's vision of the Kindy is of being in a place with lots of access to outdoor play, plants, nature, chickens and
friendships. The children have named gardening, moving, climbing, swinging, role playing, constructing and exploring as well as learning with the Kaurna People and
their connection to the land as part of their learning journey at Kindergarten in 2019.
Our philosophy is based on the view of the child as a competent and capable learner who comes to us with a wealth of knowledge, experiences and ideas, ready to
achieve and continue with their learning. We acknowledge the family as the child's first educator and actively develop respectful and open two-way relationships. We
respect and value the diversity and uniqueness of our families and seek their participation and input in our program. In 2019 families have made strong connections with
our embedded practices and pedagogies around Nature Play, immersion in the park, and learning through play. Our connections with the wider community and with the
natural world give children the opportunity to create new understandings and develop their sense of belonging and citizenship.
Our program is based on our group of learners and our context and community. Our long term investigations build children's self- belief about their own identity as a
learner, able to overcome challenges, ask questions, work with others and find solutions to any problems. We value and seek the child's voice in project topics, the
learning environment and the experiences we offer.
Children have daily access to clay, paint, drawing materials, woodwork and collage. The arts are celebrated including dramatic play and drama, music and dance which
are seen as vital ways of learning and expressing oneself. Oral language is supported and developed through opportunities to express ideas and theories. Opportunities
to explore and learn from nature and build physical competence are promoted. Sustainability in everything we do is integral to our practices as we view ourselves as a
community of learners. We support the participation of all the kindergarten community in becoming confident life-long learners in the 21st Century.
Documentation and reflection of children's learning is evaluated every week and guides opportunities and possibilities for future experiences and intentional teaching.
We seek parent's input into the program. Weekly planning sessions incorporate individual children's learning and we note their strengths, and plan for their future
progress. The visible learning improvement cycle, Learning Stories and photographic stories are a large part of our documentation and evidence of ongoing assessment
for learning.
Reviewed with educators, children and families April 2019
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice
" The educators are patient, warm, caring, enthusiastic and respectful and I have watched my child blossom and mature under their guidance. I am in awe of how they respond to my
son's ideas and encourage self-directed learning." Parent Opinion Survey 2019.
Self-review in 2019 clearly indicates ongoing refinement of practices that build on children's learning are deeply embedded. Children's voice is at the heart of decision making in the
program and educators are frequently asking open ended questions, providing positive feedback and challenging children to think about the `what next'. Documentation clearly
indicates the EYLF and the Indicators of Literacy and Numeracy support educators' intentional curriculum decision making as part of learning and within a cycle of improvement. This
cycle is informed by children, families and educators including children's interests, passions, friendships and wellbeing. It begins with forming relationships based on trust and respect
and documenting what families deeply know and hope, for their child. Each educator becomes knowledgeable about each child as the cycle grows and continues over a child's year at
preschool. Educators constantly reflect and ask families how these processes work for them and how they can be improved.
Group learning through inquiry work, projects and a strong pedagogical stance on play clearly builds children's thinking and collaboration skills. Educators make decisions about the
program informed by children's thinking and meaningful engagement with families at all times. Children's voice is therefore embedded in Project work and drives the `what next'. They
become empowered and deeply engaged in the process as a result. The community beyond the fence includes Nature Kindy, visiting the Aged Care Home across the road and the local
primary school and strengthens children's sense of community. These are embedded programs, informed by reflection and rooted in our commitment to support children's learning
dispositions. Educators continuously build pedagogical knowledge through researching, professional development and challenging their own practices. The kindergarten makes clear,
visible and predictable routines an embedded part of each child's learning and children use the routines to self-regulate and build self reliance and independence.
Building a collaborative community of learners starts with good processes for getting to know children and families and finding new ways to meaningfully exchange ideas and
information about each other and about the life of the kindy. In 2019 our Project Breakfasts were hugely successful in providing a way for families to connect to the life of the
kindergarten. In 2019 ongoing reflection on how we acknowledge Kaurna culture led us to develop our first Reconciliation Action Plan with elder Ivan-Tiwu Copley and families . Our
goal is to improve and build a culturally safe and inclusive environment where our program is strengthened by every child, family and educator.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety
'Love the healthy eating and nude food philosophy." Parent Opinion Survey 2019 .We have a strong focus on healthy lifestyles at our preschool and how that relates to a sustainable
environment and being an active community member. The preschool has embedded practices and programs that build each child's wellbeing and supports families to engage in what
the preschool does. During the year we run parent workshops to support families in their parenting role. Being located in the park, surrounded by the community provides us with
the perfect setting to promote children's wellbeing, health and safety. The preschool environment is set up with many nooks, pods and quiet spaces in the beautiful outdoor setting.
A relaxation session is conducted after lunch. Children who fall asleep are able to continue sleeping uninterrupted until they wake up. Educators understand a full sleep cycle is 45
minutes. Educators are aware of children's energy levels and monitor and evaluate the program and make changes as necessary. Children are encouraged to regulate themselves and
learn to balance their day by eating well, hydrating, moving and resting, washing hands and being sun smart. Arousal levels are understood and accounted for in groups situations
with beanbags, fiddle toys and weighted pillows. There is a Site Behaviour Code which provides procedures for working with children and positive strategies when dealing with
behaviours through the lens of understanding the well bieng and sensory needs of each child.
Educators work with families to actively promote healthy eating at all times from the time of induction and throughout the preschool year. Our Site Environment Management Plan
(SEMP), Healthy Food Policy, newsletters and PowerPoint updates, support families' active participation in the preschool's goals around healthy eating and supports their cultural
and religious preferences as well. Children are reminded about keeping themselves hydrated. Children are encouraged to develop self-awareness with this by carrying their own
water to Nature Kindy. The site incorporates growing food and using our chickens' eggs to cook delicious healthy whole food. The food growing program includes twice a term visits
that follow the seasons from Garden Girl. Physical activity is promoted on a daily basis and is embedded in all aspect of the program with the use of the outdoor play space and the
park as perfect resources for movement. Move to Learn, a sensory motor program, is part of the morning routine for all children. Wheels Week in the last week of each term builds
children's bike riding skills over the year. Nature Kindy in the park provides opportunities for children to rock climb in the creek, roll down hills, scramble and walk on uneven
surfaces in a natural setting.
Each child's safety and protection is paramount and effective procedures, policies and communications keep children safe. This includes all educators being aware of their role in
active supervision of all children individually and as a group. As going beyond the fence is an embedded part of what we do educators are aware of the 1:6 ratio and co-opt families
to support explorations and use their knowledge and checklists to meet the needs of delivering the program in the park and beyond. Site Procedures are highly effective and
maintain a safe environment where children take calculated risks to engage fully in the beautiful outdoor setting. The preschool works with families and children to develop
appropriate toileting practices and self-care skills over time. Our procedure ensures nappy changing and toileting of children will always be carried out in a positive and supportive
manner.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 3: Physical Environment
"Teaching children to care and respect the environment is so important, so we like that this is a key focus of the kindy." 2019 Parent Opinion Survey. The Centre has been carefully
and thoughtfully designed to be aesthetically pleasing, inviting and organized. Our community is highly aware of the privilege of being located in the Kensington Reserve with tall
trees, birds and animals and Second Creek running through. Educators actively provide a welcoming and accessible environment that facilitates access between areas and promotes
children's work and reflects children's interests including the needs of our playgroup community. There is a studio for creative exploration using a range of high quality materials.
There are shaded areas outside including beautiful trees, pergolas and verandas. The preschool has procedures well embedded to support the upkeep of the centre. Daily
inspections and quarterly end of term inspections to ensure learning areas are safe and to identify new problems or issues for correction. Children's sense of agency is supported by
providing them with opportunities to be leaders in maintaining a clean and safe environment e.g. everyone develops risk/benefit assessments and children are encouraged to assist
with upkeep by packing up each day, cleaning, sweeping, cleaning out creek etc.
Educators strongly value the environment as the third teacher, therefore deep reflection and consideration is given to resourcing the environment with aesthetically pleasing,
inviting and challenging resources. We understand and firmly believe children need real tools for learning and authentic experiences. We foster a culture of respect and ownership
for our environment. This is embedded through the curriculum's sustainability focus that underpins the caring and shared responsibility for our natural and built environments both
at preschool and in the wider community Our inspiration for taking our children out to the park on a regular basis came from staff study tours and professional development over a
number of years. Supported by research we have been able to embed Nature Play beyond our fence making us the Kindy in the Park well and truly. Children are given time and
freedom to explore, develop agency, take calculated risks and develop their curiosity in the natural world. The impacts we see on children are deeper friendships and connections,
resilience and environmental stewardship through our rubbish clean-ups and interactions with the Burnside Council and community in the park.
Nature Kindy is viewed as another outdoor space that is integrated into the program providing a space with maximum flexibility to respond to children's individual needs,
development, self-initiated play and exploration. There are quiet spaces, loose parts for children's creative play, vegetable gardens, chickens, a worm towers and garden where
children can observe and interact with the natural world. The environment is inclusive, promotes competence, independent exploration and learning through play. Children
simultaneously have access to the indoor and outdoor environment for large parts of the day. This is based on the view that the environment is the third teacher and the natural play
environment of the outdoors provides equal learning opportunities. The preschool actively includes Aboriginal perspectives by engaging with Aboriginal educators and elders in the
park, learning alongside them about how to care for the land. The preschool has worked with NRM Education to develop a Site Environmental Education Plan and children grow and
care for vegetables and herbs in garden beds. Water conservation, composting and recycling is embedded. Children sort rubbish at snack time and lunch time and make decisions
about what food is suitable for worms, chickens or compost. Children and families know and actively participate in the Centre's sustainable practices. Children are strongly
encouraged to bring nude food to the Centre. Food audits are held to highlight children's footprints and educators role model environmental responsibility.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements
"The kindy provides a busy program of project breakfasts, talks, and family nights to create a community. The staff are professional, motivated and puposeful. I feel secure that my
son is getting the best education." 2019 Parent Opinion Survey
With relationships at the heart of learning at our preschool we develop a positive working culture using respectful collaboration and a team approach. As a collaborative team that
challenges and learns from each other we ensure there is a comprehensive and effective induction processes, that is under constant review, in place for new staff. In 2019 we have
developed a quick induction package for relief staff who may have never worked here to build consistency for children. Our regular staff meetings ensure educators share a common
vision and purpose in their work with children and families. Where educators cannot attend meetings every staff member takes responsibility to share information in a professional
and respectful manner. We ensure all staff have the information they need to be successful and connected in their daily work and have an opportunity to be part of the
conversations about quality improvement. The kindergarten's philosophy, practices and pedagogies guide decision making and is enhanced by the unique skills and abilities of
individual educators. The preschool ensures all children have the opportunity to work with educators to benefit from what they have to offer. Bilingual and support educators are
highly valued and the preschool allocates a budget to extend their hours where possible for children to experience continuity.
Educators attend weekly staff meetings where successes and challenges are discussed. Individual children's needs are reflected on and planned for. Educators engage in shared
professional reading. Educators who have attended a PD session share their learning with others. Staff are highly motivated and take their own Professional Development seriously
and consider themselves life-long learners. An integral component of this is the way our preschool educators inquire into their own practice and since 2015 we have carried out
practitioner inquiries around a current challenge of thinking. These inquiry investigations have been shared as thoughtful, reflective and embedded practice by the team with
colleagues in other preschools and schools. The leadership capacities of all staff members is encouraged and acknowledged so each staff member is able to consistently demonstrate
their strengths and skills within the team and through inquiring into practice.
Educators at this Centre are critical, reflective practitioners and undertake regular professional development through inquiry, participation in professional organisations, staff
meetings and sharing their practice through seminars, workshops and when visitors come to the Centre. Professional standards used include assessments made using RRR, EYLF
Practices and Pedagogies and self-assessment and reviews based on current reading and research. In 2019 a review of children's rights through the ECA and developing our RAP
challenged and guided our ongoing improvement in this area. We belong to the Central East Partnership and the goals of the district preschools, schools and Department become
part of our improvement and resource decisions. Educators engage in practitioner inquiry and in daily and weekly reflection and share these reflections with families via the power
point. This reflection aims to make all the learning visible to families including educators' ongoing learning and commitment to professional standards. Educators are constantly
reflecting on how our decisions impact on families and whether practices need to be reviewed because they need to be more inclusive of all families. We do this by listening and
talking with families each day, through surveys and inviting feedback each term.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children
"Our child cannot pick a favourite teacher: he loves them all so much!" 2019 parent Opinion Survey -Building trust and relationships happens throughout a child's time at our
preschool and evolves in partnership with families. From the time of enrolment information is exchanged, communication established and respectful relationships forged with each
family. Good processes inform a family's induction, Pre-kindy visits, sharing of information and ongoing interactions. We know that families see clearly whether educators are
forming strong relationships with their child and this is central our work each day. The Centre has processes in place to support the inclusion of all children including those with
special rights and those from diverse backgrounds. Through careful information sharing, planning, connecting and observing, all children are supported to access the program and be
supported to learn about inclusion for everyone. Bilingual assistants and support workers are, where possible, selected carefully and involved with planning to ensure the inclusion
of all children. Children's engagement and confidence through relationships with peers and adults is intentionally planned, discussed and documented. We regularly examine our
own routines and practices that may need to be differentiated for individual children. The use of crash mats, fidget toys, relaxation pods and other sensory supports is an example of
how educators understand children's behaviour may have a sensory root.
Our preschool actively promotes children's engagement in respectful and reciprocal relationships with a range of people including volunteers, park users, the Burnside Council
personnel, teachers from local schools, the Postie, the residents of the Aged Care Home, Patch Theatre Staff, visiting performers, parents who come in to share their expertise and
importantly, each other. Educators understand that modelling warm and inclusive relationships with each child's family is a strong signal to each child that they are can feel secure
and included. In our intentional small groups and through focus children in the planning cycle educators are able to ensure each child's wellbeing is being monitored and no child is
feeling excluded or unsupported. At fortnightly planning meetings staff discuss and reflect on their observations of each child and groups of children and decide on a pedagogical
response. The use of pretend play, scaffolded role play, modelling what learning looks like and group discussion skills such as knee to knee and conversation circles, build children's
skills and confidence and develops their sense of belonging to a learning community.
Children's wellbeing, engagement and learning are at the heart of programming and practices within the Centre. A critical approach at this Centre is educator's reflective practice
based on children's voice throughout the projects and our documentation is testament to this. Educators seek parents' input about their child and create many opportunities for
families to engage with them about their child's learning such as Learning stories, formal and informal chats, surveys and questionnaires and conversations at the beginning and end
of each day. It is through these many opportunities families contribute their views.
Children participate in a learning environment that consistently promotes collaboration. Children are supported to manage their day with educators using visual schedules, clear
routines and curriculum planning which clearly identifies opportunities for listening to each other, developing the disposition of team work, collaboration, caring for each other and
the environment, role play, quiet and active play. Peer learning is encouraged through children sharing their knowledge, ideas and wonderings. Our pedagogical inquiries continued
in 2019 into building children's decision making and connections through developing their own Learning Plans. Citizenship is developed through children's interactions in the
community and the environment.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
"Lovely aspect about this kindy is that it is very much part of the community." 2019 Parent Opinion Survey
Families participate in an enrolment session where we set out our beliefs and philosophy for how their children will learn and thrive at our site. How we document the program and
children's progress is also highlighted. To build continuity and relationships our preschool is committed to providing the extra services of Playgroup and Pre-entry and enable
children, families and educators to begin a journey of connection and sense of belonging. Families are very well informed via our documentation and we invite their participation at
all levels of decision making from their child's attendance, to curriculum, engaging in the program, giving feedback about the collaborative learning and their child's learning success,
excursions, Governing Council and special events. This tangible and authentic partnership is something the preschool is striving to improve upon each year and is always part of the
improvement process. Educators understand the busy-ness of family/ work life and find out and provide information about the program in diverse ways.
Parents inform the site of their expertise and this is recorded each year and parents are invited to share their expertise with the children. We have had parents come to preschool to
share their work as environmental officers looking into industrial waste, the job of a brain specialist, someone who manages Adelaide's water supply, dental hygienists and police
officers. Many parents enjoy sharing their culture through cooking, book reading and learning songs in home languages. As part of our planning and documentation this learning
about each other's cultures and expertise is shared every week via the PowerPoint to build connection and unity.
Current community information and events are promoted through fliers, newsletters and the noticeboard. Families are linked to relevant services in a timely way. Comprehensive
and current information is delivered via the website, newsletters, noticeboards and pockets. The weekly PowerPoint and newsletter keeps families informed about the service.
Educators pass on important information through one to one conversations rather than electronically. We are able to refer families to local services provided by the University of
South Australia (Magill Campus) Psychology Clinic and Motor to the Max, part of the allied health service there. We host with CAYS the 4-year-old heath checks to provide timely and
preschool based support of the 4-year old health check. We often promote CAMHS Child Adolescent and Mental Health Service phone service for families who need a quick point of
call when things are becoming difficult in their families' lives. The site systematically supports children's transitions to school by engaging in processes that share information and
develop collaborative practices e.g. Learning statements are written for all children going to school, educators attend transition meetings, reception teachers are actively encouraged
to visit the Kindy, educators visit school sites and work with other school educators on issues of transition. Children with special needs are supported by timely and relevant
information sharing prior to moving from other early childhood services to kindy and transitioning to school. Transitions are given time and support and educators evaluate with
families how to best support these processes from child care and onto school.
Our relationship with the local Aged Care Home and Burnside Council are our 2 major community relationships beyond the gate. Our story with the Council is ongoing. Our input into
the park Master plan is seeing the transformation of the park's duck pond into a wetland and nature play space. With the local Aged care home our learning at Kindy is taken to our
neighbours and shared and exchanged between us, children, educators, families and residents.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership
'Parents are always informed about the Kindy's operations and planning. Its great that we can be involved." 2019 Parent Opinion Survey At KGP governance and leadership is about
everyone being informed and supported to play their part in what happens each day. Our preschool has developed systems of governance and commitment to high quality practices
that are embedded across the running of the centre. Our philosophy and our risk assessments are developed with the children and families right alongside us. We use surveys, texts
and emails with direct questions for guidance on how we do things. Our preschool's strength here is our team's ability to be responsive around the well-researched and effective
systems we have developed over many years and sharpen and shift our focus, in response to what our families tell us. Our self review process has many points where we reflect and
make decisions about how we are going and the what next. Being on the same page and taking active responsibility for informing part time team members becomes everyone's
business. As an underlying principle in the work we do, our succession of teachers, 7 in 6 and half years, has highlighted the need to have a plan in place that moves us from being
informed about what to do to innovating on our many opportunities to play a more active role in reconciliation for all Australians, beginning with what we do at the kindy in the Park
and developing our first RAP in 2019.
We have worked relentlessly as an educational team to build our educational leadership. As has been highlighted the changes in staffing have enabled us to both have practices in
place that are held up to be unshakeable and deeply embedded, as well as ensuring a clear line of sight is maintained by everyone . At the same time bringing everyone along has
requires commitment and energy and is testament to a culture at our preschool to being a professional learning community. We have engaged in educator inquiries now since 2015.
Each year we build on the previous year's inquiry to dig deeper and transform our collective capacity. Our focus has been on numeracy and STEM in recent years and has challenged
the educational team, which includes everyone, to reflect on how STEM is intentionally embedded across all areas of the play curriculum. In particular the way we question and
scaffold children's learning has been a focus. We have shared these stories collectively in many forums with our colleagues.
Everything that we do at our preschool connects directly to our core business and quality improvement plan so each educator's performance is linked and challenged to what the
preschool is improving upon. Connecting with various PLC's within our Partnership, has been a capacity building opportunity that continues to develop for educators, both affirming
practice and challenging individual and collective thinking on more profound levels.
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Quality Improvement Plan for
Kensington Gardens Preschool
202 0
Includes:
• Learning Improvement goals
• Progress notes
• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.
• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.
• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.
For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 1: To improve children's abilities as effective communicators (readers and writers)
Challenge of practice:

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

If we engage children through quality practices in meaning making then we will improve their abilities as effective communicators.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Access professional training and engage in personal inquiry
projects and performance development to develop educators
understandings in book making and reading pedagogies

1.1 ,1.2, 1.3
4.2.1
7.2

Accessed in term 1
and ongoing item in
staff meetings and
PD conversations

Lisa Burman mentor text /PD
Professional reading. Week 0 plus
ongoing PD to develop theoretically
robust pedagogical approach

Director to organise Professional learning.
All educators engage as researchers in
Personal inquiry, learning opportunities
including Playful Literacies PD on line

Track and monitor children's oral language and mark making
using a range of strategies including inquiry, reading and book
making.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3
5.1

Term 1-4 2020

EYLF/Indicators/ guidelines and
Lessons from Reggio Emilia on
Children's voice
Consistent method data gathering

All educators track and monitor children's
learning and set up an environment for
this to happen

Develop a common vision to build consistent practices amongst
all educators in book making, reading pedagogies and building
children's literacy outcomes in all areas

4.2,
5.1, 5.2
6.1, 6.2
7.1

Term 1 2020 and
then ongoing

Drawing on the above resources
educators will develop the vision
with families

All educators are responsible for putting
learning and research in to action through
intentional practice, programs and learner
improvement

Connect with families around site practices through
documentation, project breakfasts, information sessions and
learning conversations

4.2,
5.1, 5.2
6.1, 6.2
7.1, 7.2

Term 1 intensive
and then ongoing

Clear invitations and access for
families to information and events

All educators build relationships with
families around children's learning

Pedagogical documentation and feedback clearly indicates:

Success criteria

*children view themselves as readers and writers
*educators and families implement, track and monitor each child's literacy learning over time
Pedagogical documentation improves learning outcomes for children, educator and families
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 1: To improve children's abilities as effective communicators (readers and writers)
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 2: Support children's successful engagement in numeracy through an intentional focus on relationships,

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

environment and materials.

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 2: Support children's successful engagement in numeracy through an intentional focus on relationships,
environment and materials.

Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 3: Goal 3 goes here

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 3: Goal 3 goes here
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.
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National Quality Framework responsibilities
NQS links

Task

Steps involved

Timeline

Responsibility

Resourcing

Completed
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Review and evaluate
5

Learning improvement goal 1:

To improve children's abilities as effective communicators (readers
and writers)

Review
and evaluate

What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5

Learning improvement goal 2:

Support children's successful engagement in numeracy through an
intentional focus on relationships, environment and materials.

Review
and evaluate

What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5
Goal 3 goes here

Review
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal
Catherine Honeychurch
01/02/2020

Approved by governing council chairperson
Ben Hill- Ling

Approved by education director
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